Well Head Field, Bassingbourn Report
In June 2009 Archaeology RheeSearch Group carried out magnetometry and resistivity
surveys on this site at the instigation a local landscape historian.
Site liaison: Valory Hurst
Site conditions: Rough grass with very variable surface consolidation. Hot and dry.
Members participating: Brian Bridgland, Pat Davies, Marc Davies, Liz Livingstone, Bruce
Milner, Ian Sanderson, Gill Shapland, Maureen Storey and Tony Storey.
Equipment: Bartington 601 gradiometer; TRCIA 50cm twin probe.
Area covered:
Magnetometry
twelve 30 m × 30 m grids
four partial 30 m × 30 m grids
Resistivity: northern area:
four grids totalling 30 m × 60 m
southern area:
multiple grids totalling 3300 m2
Location: TL329432 Bassingbourn, Cambridgeshire

Ordnance Survey

Location plan: Survey areas.
(resistivity survey area crosshatched, magnetometry
area solid).

Purpose of survey: To determine if any subsurface features could be
detected which would aid in clarifying site usage.
Results:
The images in this section are orientated for presentation. They are not to a common scale.
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Resistivity
The conditions were poor for resistivity surveys due to the dryness of the soil and the variable
surface consolidation. The only features that stand out are in the SW portion of the southern
survey where there is an area of high resistivity and a low resistance track immediately S of
it. Just to the N of this area of high resistivity is an ill defined curved line of low values
broadly around a small area of high resistivity.
Magnetometry
The magnetometry results are weaker, and fade out, towards the W. On the E side there is a
trackway running broadly parallel to the N – S stream which lies further W. Respecting this is
a rectangular enclosure with a path along its S side which would extrapolate to the point
where the present access track meets the road to the E. There are suggestions of more
complex activity to the S of the rectangular enclosure, and that the field pattern may have
continued to the W. Part of a circular feature about 16 m diameter is visible towards the SW
with suggestions of a rectilinear form immediately to the S.

Resistivity and magnetometry results in context
Discussion:
This site manifests itself as a field complex by the side of a stream. The magnetic signals
weaken markedly towards the present stream line until they are undetectable. The low
resistance band in the SW corner suggests an earlier stream line possibly with the remains of
a building on its NE bank. A track follows the stream line to the N and a path branches off
this towards the NE. The enclosure to the W of the track and S of the path has indications of
more complex activity. The semicircular structure visible in the magnetometry results, for
which, despite the poor conditions, there is also some evidence in the resistivity results,
suggests a round house with a central hearth.

Raw data are available as separate appendices.
Magnetometry readings: 8/m, 1 m separation.
Resistivity readings: 1 m interval, 1 m separation.
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